legendary chunk of African bush has
acquired a deserved reputation as a
mecca for wildlife enthusiasts who are
looking to get up close and personal
with the Big Five: elephant, buffalo,
rhino, lion and, especially, leopard.
The Big Five is actually a term stolen
from the hunting fraternity – the five
trophy animals most desired by big
game hunters in Africa – but, ever
since the wildlife tourism marketing
machine latched onto this phrase and
made it their own, there has been no
looking back. Today, if a game reserve
or national park cannot deliver the
Big Five, it is relegated to B-grade
status. As a result, nearly every park
and reserve throughout southern
and east Africa strives to portray
itself as a Big Five destination. While
many lay a dubious claim, at best,
to the Big Five title, the Sabi Sands
is one reserve where this accolade
actually fails to do justice to the place.
The 65,000 hectare Sabi Sands
is home to an astounding diversity
of wildlife, but it is the unrivalled

quality and consistency of charismatic
mammal sightings that truly blows
visitors away. Wildlife tourism and
luxury game-viewing safaris were
first pioneered in this private reserve
many decades ago and, consequently,
there is now a thriving ecosystem
boasting high concentrations of
some of the most habituated wild
animals in all of Africa – don’t be
confused; these animals are not tame,
they are just very relaxed in the
presence of open-top Land Cruisers.
People on foot are an entirely
different kettle of fish. I had been
forewarned that bush walking could
elicit a radically different response
from the same animals. “Centuries of
hunting and persecution have given
wildlife an instinctive and hereditary
fear of humans,” warned James. “As
soon as animals are able to discern
the human shape or identify the scent
of people, they immediately look
to escape, so we need to be stealthy
when making an approach on foot,”
he continued over early-morning

coffee shortly before we set out on
our quest to track down a leopard.
“Go-way; go-way; go-way!” The
sudden shrill, repetitive alarm call
snapped me from my musings.
James leaned over and, in a low voice,
explained: “The leopard tracks we
have here are very recent and as the
sun climbs it’s warming up quickly,
so we’re expecting this cat to stop any
minute and rest up for the day. The cry
we’re hearing is from a grey lourie or
‘go-away-bird’ and that shortened call
is its predator warning. I reckon the
bird can see our quarry somewhere in
that grove of marula trees just ahead.”
I was barely able to contain my
excitement and anticipation as we
backtracked 50m and circled around
to approach the shady copse from
downwind. We crept slowly forward,
intently scanning the bush and
trees ahead. Just as I was resigning
myself to the fact that my dream of
sighting a leopard on foot was too
much to hope for, Freddy clicked his
fingers. Everyone froze mid-stride.

Where leopards laze
If you seek to spot the most elusive of the Big five, Sabi
Sands Game Reserve promises to deliver sightings beyond
your wildest dreams, pledges Stephen Cunliffe
p h oto g ra p h y by stephen cunliffe
As we crept slowly forward, James

(our ranger) motioned for me to
freeze. As I fought to control my
ragged breathing, my pounding heart
drowned out the high-pitched wine of
the cicadas in the surrounding trees.
We were close… very close. I squinted
through the leaves of a bushwillow
into the broken woodland beyond,
but failed to discern any movement or
sign of life. I willed the wily predator
to show itself. I am not a greedy
person: a fleeting glimpse would be
enough. We were hot on the trail of
Africa’s most sought after feline – the
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epitome of stealth and beauty – yet,
frustratingly, she remained hidden,
seemingly evading our every move.
The ranger-tracker duo of
James Kydd and Freddy Ngobeni
communicated without speaking.
Years in the bush together had given
them that rare skill of being able to
converse without uttering a single
word. With near-telepathic prowess,
they could comprehend each other’s
thoughts: a look, a raised eyebrow, or
a barely discernable nod of the head
was all it took. Each had a unique
set of bush skills and an intuitive

understanding of animal behaviour
and together they made a formidable
tracking duo. Even if there was only
a small of a chance of locating the
leopard, I knew that they would.
As we crouched quietly behind a
bush and listened intently for alarm
calls, I had an opportunity to soak
up the wilderness atmosphere and
appreciate the wild beauty of the
surrounding bushveld. I was slap
bang in the middle of the worldrenowned Sabi Sands, undoubtedly
South Africa’s most prestigious
and well-known game reserve. This

the leopard drags its
fallen prey into the
boughs of a tree
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When, what?

A self-satisfied grin crept across the
tracker’s face as he pointed to a high
horizontal branch barely 40m away.
The dappled sunlight filtering through
the leaves made her difficult to discern
at first, but I was on cloud nine when
I finally spotted the magnificent
feline reclining peacefully up above.
In a wild chunk of undisturbed
bushveld, adjacent to the unfenced
Kruger National Park, I had realised
a life-long dream: to track down and
view this rarely-seen predator, on
foot. In a wild Eden where wildlife
is plentiful and vehicles scarce – the
ideal combination – I had achieved
the safari equivalent of finding the
Holy Grail. When my guide pointed
out the fresh carcass of a grey duiker
wedged in the fork of a nearby tree, I
knew it didn’t get any better than this.
For fifteen glorious minutes we sat
quietly and watched the beautiful
leopard clean the blood off her face
and paws, then she stretched, yawned
lazily and put her head down to doze
after a long night. We quietly retreated

the way we had come, leaving the
leopardess none the wiser to our
visit, and headed back to Londolozi
Tree Camp for a well-earned lunch
and a cold beer to celebrate.
Londolozi – derived from the Zulu
word meaning “to protect” – was
a pioneering tourism concept way
ahead of its time when it began 35
years ago, but, decades later, visitors

evasive and
shy, leopards
take some
perseverance
to track down

she stretched,
yawned lazily and
put her head down
to doze
reap the rewards of this far-sighted
partnership between wildlife and
people. Today it is renowned as
probably the best place in the world
to sight the usually elusive leopard.
Located in a prime game-viewing
region well known for its diversity of
species and formidable concentrations

Best time to go
Although wildlife
sightings are at
their best during
the late dry season
(August to early
November), Sabi
Sands safaris
are available
throughout
the year.
What to do
Twice-daily game
drives to view the
Big Five and other
spectacularly
relaxed wildlife
are the premier
attraction, while
for the more
adventurous,
guided walks allow
energetic visitors to
track and view wild
animals on foot.
What to bring
Binoculars,
camera, hat, sun
glasses, sunscreen
and neutral
coloured clothing
for walking safaris.
Where to stay
Londolozi Tree
Camp (www.
londolozi.com)
combines elegance
and simplicity in
an exclusive camp
comprising just
six private suites
that exude African
excellence from
their lofty vantage
points overlooking
the Sand River.
Some other
quality lodges
worth considering
when planning
your next Sabi
Sands visit include
Djuma Vuyatela –
www.djuma.com;
MalaMala – www.
malamala.com;
Singita – www.
singita.com;
Ulusaba – www.
ulusaba.virgin.com
See p57 for
Indwe's choice

Visit www.
sabisandslodges.
co.za or www.
sabisands.co.za for
a comprehensive
list of the camps and
lodges in Sabi Sands.
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GETTING THERE
Sabi Sands is a short
drive from Kruger
Mpumalanga
(Nelspruit) Airport. SA
Express flies return
flights to Nelspruit
from Johannesburg on
Saturdays and
Sundays. Alternatively
SA Express flies return
flights to Hoedspruit
seven days a week,
which is 110 km to the
north of Sabi Sands.

Where there are
predators, vultures will
always be close by to
clear the carcasses

of big game, Londolozi has adopted
a holistic approach to the bush
experience; not just concentrating on
checking-off the Big Five, but teaching
guests about the ecology of the area.
Ranger-tracker teams, like James
Kydd and Freddy Ngobeni, have an
insatiable passion for the bush.
With only a few days in the Sands
you are all but guaranteed seeing
the Big Five. As you trundle around
the reserve in the capable hands of
a knowledgeable ranger and skilled
Shangaan tracker, you will be treated
to wildlife encounters that blow
your mind. Quite apart from the
heart-pounding and breath-taking
experience of tracking down a leopard
on foot and a whole host of spectacular
close up sightings of the Big Five, it
was the impressive tracking skills and
fascinating bush lore of my guides that
made the most lasting impression on
me. They shared their vast knowledge
of the reserve’s creatures – big and
small – with as much enthusiasm as
they tenaciously tracked down lions,
cheetahs and leopards along the way.
Certainly every time I visit,
regardless of the season, the Sabi
Sands enthrals me not only with the
frequency of sightings, but also the
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nonchalant attitude of animals as they
go about their daily business: they
behave and interact as if the tourists
ogling them don’t exist. I pinch myself
on a regular basis, just to convince
myself I’m not dreaming. The Sands
has that unique ability to make you
feel as if you’ve somehow been thrust
onto the movie set for a National
Geographic wildlife documentary.
However, over and above the mindboggling abundance of big game
that lurk around every second
corner, it is the incredible density of
well-habituated leopards that has
spawned the Sabi Sands’ legend
and given it international renown.
Discerning wildlife enthusiasts
would be hard pressed to find a safari
alternative that beats Sabi Sands,
while the decks and aerial walkways
of Tree Camp offer the perfect spot
from which to observe animals slaking
their thirst in the Sand River below.
On my final day, while enjoying a
blissfully lazy afternoon siesta on my
secluded riverside deck, I was awoken
by the sound of elephants cavorting in
the water. After the grey behemoths
moved off, I collected my binoculars
and camera before heading out for
afternoon tea. As I strolled towards

the main lodge, James signalled that
I should stop. Mere metres away, a
large male leopard carefully stashed
his dinner – a young waterbuck – up
a tall leadwood tree in the middle of
camp before melting back into the
bush from whence he had come.
My Sabi Sands sojourn was
complete: the land of leopards had
delivered sightings and experiences
beyond my wildest dreams.

